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ー Please spend comfortably with an energy drink! ー
Have you ever had an energy drink?
The types of energy drinks have increased
dramatically in the last few years and are
now sold at convenience stores, drug stores,
vending machines, etc.
Energy drinks have effects such as awakening
effect by caffeine and recovery from fatigue
by amino acids and vitamins, depending on
the ingredients contained.
Also, I think that many people think that energy drinks are
bad for the body.
It's true that it's high in caffeine and sugar, but it doesn't
hurt your health if it's in the right amount.
This is because coffee has more caffeine than energy
drinks when considering the content of 100 ml.
The same is true for sugar, and it is important not to take
too much.
For healthy adults, caffeine has no adverse effects if it is
within 400 mg daily. In addition, it should be noted that
the ingredient list displayed on cans etc. often contains the
content per 100 ml.
Therefore, if you drink energy drinks, try to drink only
once a day.
Proper intake of energy drinks can help you to make your
daily life more comfortable. However, just because you are
tired, if you drink many energy drinks, you will get sick.
In order to acquire a proper lifestyle, first eat a
well-balanced diet with three meals a day, and
try to get enough sleep and moderate exercise
on a daily basis.

this week's swan bakery menu
t
Bread Menu

Price

French bread peanut butter

¥130

Peanut bread with rice cake

¥160

Sweet bean bread made from rice flour

¥150

Pain au chocolat

¥180

Biscuit croissant

¥150

Chocolate Custard Danish

¥140

Tea bread with Swirl style

¥200

Sell inon
a wag

German potato hot dog

¥200

Ham cheese sandwich with basil sauce

¥200

Rye bread sandwich with white fish

¥220

Swan's Yakisoba bread
Swan's grilled curry bread

Sell inon
a wag

Fluffy focaccia with 3 types of cheese
Whole grain macadamia nut bread

Sell inon
a wag

8 kinds of grain roll bread

● We also sell bento boxes at the shop.
Please use it. (500 yen each)

¥180
¥200
¥160
¥200
¥120

